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Abstract—Parallel integration of automatic speech recognition
(ASR) models and statistical machine translation (MT) models is
an unexplored research area in comparison to the large amount
of works done on integrating them in series, i.e., speech-to-speech
translation. Parallel integration of these models is possible when we
have access to the speech of a target language text and to its corresponding source language text, like a computer-assisted translation
system. To our knowledge, only a few methods for integrating ASR
models with MT models in parallel have been studied. In this paper,
we systematically study a number of different translation models
in the context of the -best list rescoring. As an alternative to the
-best list rescoring, we use ASR word graphs in order to arrive
at a tighter integration of ASR and MT models. The experiments
are carried out on two tasks: English-to-German with an ASR vocabulary size of 17 K words, and Spanish-to-English with an ASR
vocabulary of 58 K words. For the best method, the MT models reduce the ASR word error rate by a relative of 18% and 29% on the
17 K and the 58 K tasks, respectively.
Index Terms—Computer-assisted translation (CAT), speech
recognition, statistical machine translation (MT).

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE GOAL of developing a computer-assisted translation
(CAT) system is to meet the growing demand for highquality translation. A desired feature of CAT systems is the
integration of human speech, as skilled human translators are
faster in dictating than typing the translations [1]. In addition,
another useful feature of CAT systems is to embed a statistical
machine translation (MT) engine within an interactive translation environment [2], [3]. In this way, the system combines the
best of two paradigms: the CAT paradigm, in which the human
translator ensures high-quality output, and the MT paradigm, in
which the machine ensures significant productivity gains. In this
paper, we investigate the efficient ways to integrate automatic
speech recognition (ASR) and MT models so as to increase the
overall CAT system performance.
In a CAT system with integrated speech, two sources of information are available to recognize the speech input: the target
language speech and the given source language text. The target
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Fig. 1. Schematic of automatic text dictation in computer-assisted translation.

language speech is a human-produced translation of the source
language text. The overall schematic of a speech-enabled computer-assisted translation system is depicted in Fig. 1.
The idea of incorporating ASR and MT models in a CAT
system has been early studied by researchers involved in the
TransTalk project [4], [5], and researchers at IBM [1]. In [1],
the authors proposed a method to integrate the IBM translation
model 2 [6] with an ASR system. The main idea was to design
a language model which combines the trigram language model
probability with the translation probability for each target word.
They reported a perplexity reduction, but no recognition results.
In the TransTalk project, the authors improved the ASR performance by rescoring the ASR -best lists with a translation
model. They also introduced the idea of dynamic vocabulary
in an ASR system, where the dynamic vocabulary was derived
from a MT system for each source language sentence. The better
performing of the two is the -best rescoring.
Recently, [7], [8] and [9] have studied the integration of
ASR and MT models. In the first paper, we showed a detailed
analysis of the effect of different MT models on rescoring the
ASR -best lists. The other two papers considered two parallel
-best lists, generated by MT and ASR systems, respectively.
They showed improvement in the ASR -best rescoring when
several features are extracted from the MT -best list. The
main concept among all features was to generate different kinds
of language models from the MT -best list. All of the above
methods were based on an -best rescoring approach. In [10],
we studied different methods for integrating MT models to
ASR word graphs instead of the -best list.
In [11], the integration of speech into a CAT system is studied
from a different point of view. To facilitate the human and machine interactions, the speech is used to determine the acceptable partial translations by reading parts of the target sentence
offered by the system in addition to keyboard and mouse. In this
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scenario, the ASR output is constrained to the translation provided by the MT system, i.e., the ASR language model has to
be adapted to the MT output.
This paper makes the following four contributions.
1) All previous methods have employed an -best rescoring
strategy to integrate ASR and MT models. Here, we will
take another step towards a full single search for the integration of ASR and MT models by using ASR word graphs.
A full single search means to generate the most likely hypothesis based on ASR and MT models in a single pass
without any search constraints.
2) Furthermore we will investigate several new techniques to
integrate ASR and MT systems, a preliminary description
of some of these integration techniques were already presented in our previous paper [10].
3) In all previous works, a phrase-based MT had the least impact on improving the ASR baseline. In this paper, we will
study the reason for this failure concluding in a solution for
this problem.
4) To our knowledge, up to now no experiments have been
reported in this field on a large task. Here, we will perform
our experiments using the -best rescoring method and
the word graph rescoring method on a standard large task,
namely the European parliament plenary sessions.
The remaining part is structured as follows. In Section II, a
general model for parallel integration of ASR and MT systems
is described. In Section III, the details of the MT system and the
ASR system are explained. In Section IV, different methods for
integrating MT models into ASR models are described, and in
Section V the experimental results are discussed.

Then, the integrated model can be described as introducing the
acoustic model into the MT system or as introducing the MT
model into the ASR system.
Another approach for modeling the posterior probability
is direct modeling by using a log-linear combination of different models

(5)

then the decision rule can be written as
(6)
denotes one of the various
Each of the terms
models which are involved in the recognition procedure. Each
. The
individual model is weighted by its scaling factor
direct modeling has the advantage that additional models can
be easily integrated into the overall system. The model scaling
are trained on a development corpus according to
factors
the final recognition quality measured by the word error rate
(WER) [12]. This approach has been suggested by [13] and
[14] for a natural language understanding task, by [15] for an
ASR task, and by [16] for an MT task.
In a CAT system, by assuming no direct dependence between
and , we have the following three main models:

II. COMBINING ASR AND MT MODELS
In parallel integration of ASR and MT systems, we are given
,
a source language sentence
which is to be translated into a target language sentence
, and an acoustic signal
, which is the spoken target language sentence. Among all possible target language sentences, we will
with the highest probability
choose the sentence

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Equation (2) is decomposed into (4) by assuming no conditional
and . The decomposition into three
dependency between
knowledge sources allows for an independent modeling of the
, the translation model
,
target language model
. The general decision rule for
and the acoustic model
the (pure) ASR and the (pure) MT system are as follows:

In these equations,
is a language model (LM)
-gram probability and
represents an acoustic model
(AM) probability, where
is the most likely segment of
corresponding to . The definition of the machine translation
is intentionally left open, as it will be
(MT) model
later defined in different ways, e.g., as a log-linear combination
of several sub-models.
The argmax operator in (6) denotes the search. The search
is the main challenge in the integration of the ASR and the
MT models in a CAT system. The search in the MT and in the
ASR systems are already very complex; therefore, a full single
search to combine the ASR and the MT models will considerably increase the complexity. In addition, a full single search
becomes more complex since there is no any specific model nor
any training data to learn the alignment between and .
To reduce the complexity of the search, the recognition
process is performed in two steps. At first, the baseline ASR
system generates a large word graph for a given target language
speech . Second, the MT model rescores each word graph
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based on the associated source language sentence. Thus, for
each target language speech, the decision regarding the most
likely target sentence is based on the ASR and the MT models.
It is also possible to rescore a MT word graph by using ASR
models, but in practice the ASR system results in a much better
output accuracy than the MT system; therefore, the rescoring
of the ASR word graphs with MT models is more reasonable.
We can make the integration process even simpler, if we extract the -best list from the ASR word graph, and then rescore
the -best list by using a log-linear combination of the ASR
and the MT models.
Finally, the general decision rule for a CAT system can be
written as

(7)
where is a finite set of possible target sentences. In a full single
search, the set includes all possible sentences in the target
language. In the word graph rescoring approach, the set includes all possible paths through the ASR word graph, and in
the -best rescoring approach, the set is limited to the ASR
-best hypotheses. In this paper, we study different ways to
under different search constraints, i.e., difmodel
ferent definitions of .
III. BASELINE COMPONENTS
In this section, we briefly describe the basic system components, namely the ASR and the MT systems.
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ciently implemented them on demand. This step significantly
reduces the runtime without changing the results.
B. Machine Translation System
In [6], a set of alignment models was introduced to model
, namely IBM-1 to IBM-5. These models are based
on similar principles as in hidden Markov models (HMMs) for
ASR, we rewrite the translation probability by introducing the
hidden alignments for each sentence pair

1) IBM-1,2, and Hidden Markov Models: The first type of
alignment models is virtually identical to HMMs and is based
, which assigns a source position to
on a mapping
a target position
. Using suitable modeling assumptions
with
[6], [20], we can decompose the probability

with the length model
, the alignment model
and the lexicon model
. The alignment models IBM-1
and IBM-2 are obtained in a similar way by allowing only zeroorder dependencies.
2) IBM-3,4, and 5 Models: For the generation of the target
sentence, it is more appropriate to use the concept of inverted
alignments which perform a mapping from a target position to
a set of source positions , i.e., we consider mappings of the
form

A. Automatic Speech Recognition System
In this paper, we work with two languages as target language:
German and English. Both the German and the English ASR
systems are state-of-the-art systems. The German ASR system
was mainly developed within the Verbmobil project [17], and
was further developed and optimized for the specific domain of
this paper, which is different from the Verbmobil domain. The
English ASR system is the system that is used and developed
within the TC-Star project. In this paper we used the system
which has been used in TC-Star 2006 evaluation [18].
The ASR systems employed here produce word graphs in
which arcs are labeled with start and end time, the recognized
entity (word, noise, hesitation, silence), the probability of
acoustic vectors between start and end time given the entity,
and the language model probability. We have further postprocessed the ASR word graph. First, we mapped all entities that
were not spoken words onto the empty arc label . As the time
information is not used in our approach, we removed it from
the word graphs and compressed the structure by applying
-removal, determinization, and minimization. We have also
merged the LM and the AM scores to one score by using
the log-linear combination method. This means the ratio of
in (7) is a constant value, which is determined in the
ASR optimization process. For all of these operations, we have
employed the finite-state transducer toolkit of [19] which effi-

with the constraint that each source position is covered exactly
, we rewrite the probaonce. Using such an alignment
bility

By making suitable assumptions, in particular first-order depen, we ardencies for the inverted alignment model
rive at what is more or less equivalent to the alignment models
IBM-3, 4, and 5 [6], [20]. To train the above models, we use the
GIZA++ software [20].
3) Phrase-Based MT: In all preceding models, the translation is based on single words. In [21] and [22], the authors
show a significant improvement in translation quality by modeling word groups rather than single words in both the alignment and the lexicon models. The method is known in general
as the phrase-based (PB) MT. Here, we make use of the RWTH
phrase-based statistical MT system [23], which is a state-ofthe-art phrase-based MT system. This system directly models
using a log-linear combinathe posterior probability
tion of several models [16]. To arrive at our MT model, we
first perform a segmentation of the source and target sentences
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into
blocks
, for
.
Here, denotes the last position of the th target phrase; we
. The pair
denotes the start and end positions
set
of the source phrase which is aligned to the th target phrase;
. Phrases are defined as nonempty contiguous
we set
sequences of words. We constrain the segmentations so that all
words in the source and the target sentence are covered by exactly one phrase. Thus, there are no gaps and there is no overlap.
, and a given segmentation
For a given sentence pair
, we define the bilingual phrases
as [22]

Note that the segmentation
contains the information on the
is introduced as
phrase-level reordering. The segmentation
a hidden variable in the MT model. Therefore, it would be theoretically correct to sum over all possible segmentations. In practice, we use the maximum approximation for this sum.
The decision rule of this MT system can be written as shown
.
in (8) at the bottom of the page, with weights ,
and
play a special role and are respectively
The weights
used to control the number of words (word penalty) and
number of segments (phrase penalty) for the target sentence
to be generated. In addition to the word penalty and the phrase
penalty, the following models are used in the phrase-based MT:
: word-based -gram language model;
•
•
and
: phrase-based models;
and
: single word models;
•
•
: reordering model.
The reordering model is based on the distance from the end position of a phrase to the start position of the next phrase. A full
search in MT is possible but time consuming. Therefore, a beam
search pruning technique is obligatory to reduce the translation
time.

If we model
be written as

in (7) with the phrase-based MT, then it can

(9)
This phrase-based MT can produce word graphs as the output
of the translation instead of a single-best translation. The MT
word graph is a recorded track of the MT search [24].
IV. ASR AND MT INTEGRATION
In this section, we introduce several approaches to integrate
the MT models with the ASR models. The common assumption
through all methods described in this section is that we are given
a large word graph generated by the ASR system for the input
target language speech.
A. Word Graphs Product
At the first glance, a practical method to combine the ASR and
the MT systems is to combine them at the level of word graphs.
This means the ASR system generates a large word graph for the
input target language speech, and the MT system also generates
a large word graph for the source language text.
As both MT and ASR word graphs are generated independently, the general decision rule of (7) can be tailored for this
(9) and
method by defining
, where
and
are the set of all possible paths through the ASR and the MT
word graphs, respectively. If the intersection of (the existing
paths in) two word graphs is zero, then the most likely hypothesis is selected only based on the language and the acoustic
models; since the WER of the ASR system is usually much
lower than the WER of the MT system. We call this integration
method word graphs product. A block diagram representation
of this method is shown in Fig. 2.

(8)
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Fig. 2. Schematic of word graphs product method.

Fig. 3. Schematic of ASR-constrained search method.

The ASR and the MT word graphs can be assumed as two
finite-state automata (FSA), then using FSA theory, we can implement the word graphs product method by using the composition operation. To do this, we use the finite-state transducer
toolkit of [19] which is an efficient implementation of the FSA
operations on demand.
In the integration of the ASR and the MT models, we define
the term of success rate (SR). SR means how many percent of
the cases the MT models are successfully integrated with the
ASR models. When talking about SR, it must be kept in mind
that we perform beam search rather than full search both for MT
and ASR. Thus, the beam search pruning affects the SR.
In Section V, it will be shown that the intersection of the
ASR and the MT word graphs are zero for a large fraction of
sentences. This means the SR of this method is much smaller
than one. A reason of the low SR for this method might be due
to the word graph size, i.e., if we increase the word graph size,
the integration success rate of this method will be increased. In
Section IV-B, a solution for this problem is introduced.
B. ASR-Constrained Search
Instead of integrating the ASR and the MT word graphs which
are generated independently, here the ASR word graph is integrated into the search of the MT system. To adjust the general
decision rule of (7), we define
(9)
where the -gram LM is excluded, and
. Thus,
the decision rule implies that the MT system is forced to generate only those hypotheses which exist in the ASR word graph.
This results in a higher overlap between the ASR word graph
and the MT word graph compared to the previous word graphs
product method. It is also possible to integrate the MT word
graph into the recognition process of the ASR system. However, as it will be shown in Section V, the ASR system is able
to produce much better results than the MT system. Therefore,
integration of ASR word graphs into the generation process of
the MT system is more reasonable.
To implement this method, we replace the -gram language
model of the phrase-based MT with the ASR word graph, and
the MT search is appropriately modified to be adapted with the
ASR word graph as an LM (Fig. 3).
The experimental results show that this integration method
also fails for a large number of sentences, since the MT system
is not able to generate any target sentence that exists in the ASR
word graph. A possible reason that needs to be investigated is
the large difference of WERs between the ASR and the MT
systems. The question is whether we can achieve better results

if the MT and ASR systems have much closer WERs to each
other or not.
C. Adapted LM
To answer the question initiated in the previous subsection,
we need to modify the MT system to generate better results.
Since we know that the accuracy of the ASR system is higher
than the MT system, the MT system can be improved by
adapting its language model to the ASR system output. To do
this, we derive an -gram LM from each ASR word graph,
then we have a specific -gram LM for each source sentence
and we use these -gram LMs in the MT system. To derive an
-gram LM from an ASR word graph, we first extract a large
list of best hypotheses from the word graph, and then we build
an -gram LM on these hypotheses, by using the SRI language
modeling toolkit [25]. In the next step, the MT word graph
is generated by using this sentence specific LM. Finally, this
MT word graph, which has much lower WER compared to the
standard MT system, is integrated with the ASR word graph by
using the word graphs product method. We adjust the general
decision rule of (7) by setting
and defining
as

where
has the same definition as phrase-based MT
is replaced with
(8), but the term
. We call this method adapted LM. The
overall schematic of this method is depicted in Fig. 4.
In Section V, the MT results will show a considerable reduction in the WER by using the adapted LM method, although they
are not better than the ASR results. In addition, the experiments
will show that the SR of this method is lower than the SR of
the ASR-constrained search method. All three methods, which
have been introduced so far, will have the same SR if we do not
apply any pruning in the MT search.
D. MT-Derived LM
Another integration method for the MT and the ASR models
is to rescore the ASR word graph with a language model that
is derived from the MT system. It is similar to the idea of the
preceding subsection. There, only the LM derived from ASR is
used in the MT search, but here we use the LM derived from
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Fig. 4. Schematic of adapted LM method.

MT as a secondary LM in the ASR system since the MT output
quality is much lower than the ASR output quality.
In the past, the ASR systems were based on a two-pass approach, where a bigram LM was used during the search and the
generation of the word graph and in the next step a trigram LM
was used to rescore the generated word graph [26]. We use the
MT-derived LM in a similar way. The general decision rule of
(7) can be adjusted for this method by defining
and
as follows:

A schematic representation of this method is represented in
Fig. 5.
To implement this method, we represent a trigram MT-derived LM in the FSA format. Therefore, the rescoring of the
ASR word graph using this LM can be implemented by using
the composition operation. A similar method is presented in [8]
and [9], in which the MT-derived LM is interpolated with their
standard ASR LM and then the interpolated LM is used during
the ASR search.
E. Phrase-Based With Relaxed Constraints (PBRC)
A reason for the failure of all previous methods to efficiently
integrate ASR and MT models is the existence of unknown
words or phrases in a sentence pair. The basic assumptions in
the phrase-based MT system is that all source words have to
be covered, and each target phrase corresponds to at least one
source phrase, and a source phrase is at least one word. Thus, the
reason of the failure for the case of unknown words is obvious.
In addition, the phrase-based MT system might not find a set
of phrases that cover both source and target sentences, even if
there will be no unknown words neither in the source nor in the
target side. This means it is not possible to find any sequence of
phrases that covers all words only once in the source and target
sentences, even if we do not apply any pruning in the MT search.
It is important to understand that the phrase-based MT system
is able to handle any input sequence, but it is not able to produce
each possible target sentence, e.g., the sentence which the user
has intended.

In this section, we tailor the standard phrase-based MT
system in several ways to make it usable for our task. First, the
target phrases are assumed to correspond to all source words
instead of only one source phrase. Second, the requirement of
the source sentence word coverage is removed. Finally, if there
are still some words that cannot be covered with the set of target
to those words, the
phrases, we assign the probability of
probability can be estimated by using a more general translation
model like IBM Model 1. We adjust the general decision rule
and
of (7) for this method by defining
as follows:

where
is a segmentation of a target sentence into blocks.
To estimate
, we use the following smoothing principle:
For a target phrase in the target sentence, if there is any phrase
pair
in the phrase table that the source side exists in the
source sentence , then the highest probability of such a phrase
pair is assigned to
, otherwise
is estimated
can
using IBM Model 1 translation model. Thus,
be defined as shown in the equation at the bottom of the next
page, where is a number close to one, e.g., 0.99.
To implement this method, we design a transducer to rescore
the ASR word graph. For each source language sentence, we
extract all possible phrase pairs from the word-aligned training
corpus. The transducer is formed by one node and a number
of self loops for each individual target side of the phrase pairs
. The weight of each arc is
. To implement the
back-off term, we add the ASR vocabulary to this transducer
, more dewith the score of
tails about the estimation of IBM Model 1 by using a transducer
is given in Section IV-F.
This transducer is an approximation of a non-monotone
phrase-based MT system. Using the designed transducer it is
possible that some parts of the source texts are not covered or
covered more than once. Then, this model can be compared
to the IBM-3 and IBM-4 models, as they also have the same
characteristic in covering the source words.
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unigram LM. The overall schematic of this integration model is
the same as the ASR-constrained search method (Fig. 3) if the
MT models are limited to only the lexicon model.
G. IBM Model 3 Clone: Single Word-Based MT

Fig. 5. Schematic of ASR word graph rescoring using MT-derived LM method.

F. IBM Model 1: Dynamic Lexical Weighting
The idea of a dynamic vocabulary, restricting the word lexicon of the ASR according to the source language text, was first
introduced in [5]. The idea was also seen later in [9]; they extract the words of the MT -best list to restrict the vocabulary
of the ASR system. Here, we extend the dynamic vocabulary
idea by weighting the ASR vocabulary based on the source language text and the MT models. We use the lexicon model of
the HMM and the IBM MT alignment models. Based on these
lexicon models, we assign to each possible target word the
. One way to compute this probability is inprobability
spired by IBM Model 1:

The general decision rule of (7) can be tailored for this method
by defining
and
as follows:

To implement this integration method, we design a simple
transducer (or more precisely an acceptor) to efficiently rescore
all paths (hypotheses) in the ASR word graph by using IBM
Model 1. The transducer is formed by one node and a number
of self loops for each target language word. In each arc of this
transducer, the input label is a target word and the weight is
. Due to its simplicity, this model can be
easily integrated into the ASR search. It is a sentence specific

In this section, we follow the idea of Brown et al. [1] to integrate ASR and IBM Model 2, but here we employ a more
complex model, IBM Model 3. It is also true to say that we
follow the concept of the ASR-constrained search introduced in
Section IV-B, but here we use a single word-based (SWB) MT
instead of phrase-based MT. Thus, the overall schematic of this
method is depicted in Fig. 3, with this note that the MT models
are all single word-based MT models.
In [6], three alignment models are described which include
fertility models, these are IBM Models 3, 4, and 5. The fertility-based alignment models have a more complicated structure than the simple IBM Model 1. The fertility model estimates
the probability distribution for aligning multiple source words
to a single target word. The fertility model provides the probfor aligning a target word to source words.
abilities
Here, we make use of IBM Model 3 that is defined as

where
is the inverted alignment,
. Now, we have to adjust the general decision
and
rule of (7) by defining
and
.
To implement the IBM Model 3, we follow the idea introduced in [27] to make a SWB MT, which is a finite-state implementation of the IBM Model 3. This MT system consists of
a cascade of several simple transducers: lexicon, null-emitter,
and fertility. The lexicon transducer is formed by one node and
a number of self loops for each target language word. On each
arc of the lexicon transducer, there is a lexicon entry: the input
label is a source word , the output label is a target word ,
. The null-emitter transducer, as its
and the weight is
name states, emits the null word with a predefined probability
after each target word. The fertility transducer is also a simple
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Fig. 6. Sequence of finite-state transducers to form the search in the SWB MT.

transducer to map zero or several instances of a target word to
one instance of the source word.
The search in this MT system can be then implemented by
successive application of the described transducers to the source
language text, as depicted in Fig. 6. As a part of the search,
the source language text is first permuted and then it is successively composed with the lexicon, the null-emitter, the fertility transducers, and finally with the ASR word graph. In practice, especially for long sentences, a full (global) permutation
of the source sentence text considerably increases the computation time and memory consumption. Therefore, to reduce the
number of permutations, we need to apply some reordering constraints. Here, we use the IBM reordering [28], or the local reordering [29] constraints. The idea behind the IBM constraints
is to postpone the translations of a limited number of words. This
means, at each state we can translate any of the first yet uncovered word positions. In local reordering, the next word for the
translation is selected from a window of positions (covered or
uncovered) counting from the first yet uncovered position. The
permutations obtained by the local constraints are a subset of
the permutations defined by the IBM constraints.
Due to the higher degree of generation power (larger
freedom) of the single word-based MT compared to the
phrase-based MT, the integration of the ASR system with
this model is usually successful. In the case of the integration
failure, which is less than 6% of the sentences in our experiments, we use the ASR output.
1) Inverted IBM Model 3 Clone: We may also apply the SWB
MT from the target to the source. This means to translate the
ASR word graph into the source language text. In this approach,
the best recognition result is the best path in the input ASR word
graph which has the highest translation likelihood to the source
language text. The general decision rule of (7) for the inverted
and
IBM Model 3 is specified by defining
. To implement this method by
using the cascade of finite-state transducers, we need some reorganization in the search compared to the standard translation direction as shown in Fig. 7. The main difference is that the source
input, which is the ASR word graph, is not permuted, i.e., the

Fig. 7. Sequence of finite-state transducers to form the search in the inverted
SWB MT.

translation is monotone in respect to the source input. This is
because we are completely sure that the word order in the ASR
word graph is correct, and we are looking for the best path in
the ASR word graph that has the highest likelihood to the corresponding source sentence. However, to model the non-monotonicity between the source sentence and its corresponding
translation , we permute the word orders in the source sentence by using IBM or local reordering constraints, although
is treated here as the target language
the source sentence
sentence. Please note that this difference between the inverted
model and the standard model may result in a rough approximation of IBM Model 3 for the inverted direction.
An interesting point concerning the inverted model, when
, is the similarity of the decision rule to the
we model
speech translation, where the word graph is used as the interface
between ASR and MT systems. The decision rule in a speech
translation system (to translate the target spoken language to the
source language text) is as follows:

where the first two terms form the ASR system, the second two
, is usually defined as
terms form the MT system,
, and SLM and TLM refer to source and target LM,
respectively. Therefore, we can describe the parallel integration
of the ASR and the MT systems as similar to a speech translation
system, except that we aim to get the best ASR output (the best
path in the ASR word graph) rather than the best translation.
Since the best translation is already given, we do not need a
language model for the target language (here ), i.e.,
.
H. ASR and MT Integration: -Best List Approach
Here, we aim to rescore the -best lists that are extracted
from the ASR word graphs, instead of rescoring the ASR word
graphs directly. To rescore a word graph we have some limitations in implementing the rescoring models, e.g., a rescoring
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model needs to be implemented in a form of a transducer. However, to rescore an -best list, we can use any model to rescore
a pair of source and target sentences.
The decision rule for -best rescoring approach can be derived from (7), by specifying as all hypotheses in the ASR
-best list and
can be a single MT model or a combination of MT models including single-word based, or phrasebased MT models.
1) Single-Word Based MT Models: Here, we rescore the ASR
-best lists with the standard HMM [30] and IBM [6] MT
models. To rescore a source-target sentence pair, specially when
the target side is produced by the ASR system, we should carefully take into account the unknown words—unseen words in
MT models. In the case of single-word based MT models, we
assume a uniform probability distribution for unknown words.
2) Phrase-Based MT Model: We can rescore the ASR
-best list with the PB MT system described in Section III-B.
We should note that the PB MT system is able to rescore a
sentence pair only if it is able to generate the target sentence
from the source sentence. Therefore, when we use phrase-based
MT models in rescoring, there is a specific problem that we
have to take into account. As described in Section IV-E, the
phrase-based models are able to match any source sentence
but not to generate any target sentence. As we will show
in Section V, the SR of all previous methods built upon
phrase-based MT have a SR much lower than one. The reason
is that the PB MT models used in the rescoring do not have
a nonzero probability for all hypotheses in the word graph.
An efficient way to solve this problem is to introduce a model
which is able to penalize and omit the words, either in the
source or in the target side of a sentence pair, which cannot
be covered by any sequence of phrases from the phrase table.
With such a model, the system would prefer the hypothesis
with a minimum number of uncovered words. The number of
uncovered words can be used as another model in addition
to the current models of the phrase-based MT system. Using
this method, PB MT with omission, every sentence pair can
be successfully rescored. We will show the results of the ASR
-best list rescoring with standard PB MT and with PB MT
with omission in Section V.
Each of these described models assigns at least one score to
each entry of the ASR -best list. These models are integrated
with the existing ASR score (acoustic model score plus scaled
language model score) by using the log-linear approach. The
scaling factors of all models are optimized on a development
corpus with respect to the WER, the optimization algorithm is
Downhill Simplex [31].
V. RESULTS
The ASR and MT integration experiments are carried out on
two different tasks: English–German Xerox manual translation
which is a small domain task, and a large vocabulary task which
is the Spanish–English parliamentary speech translation.
The English–German Xerox task consists of technical manuals describing various aspects of Xerox hardware and software
installation, administration, usage, etc. The German pronunciation lexicon was derived from the VerbMobil II corpus [17].
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TABLE I
STATISTICS OF THE SPEECH RECOGNITION TRAIN CORPUS

The language and MT models are trained on the part of the English–German Xerox corpus which was not used in the ASR test
corpus [7]. A bilingual test corpus including 1562 sentences was
randomly extracted, and the target side of these sentences were
read by ten native German speakers where every speaker uttered
on an average 16 min of test data. Recording sessions were carried out in a quiet office room. We divide this ASR test corpus
into two parts, the first 700 utterances as the development corpus
and the rest as the evaluation corpus.
We also tested the integration methods on a large vocabulary
task, namely the European Parliament Plenary Sessions (EPPS)
task. The training corpus for this task has been collected in the
framework of the European research project TC-Star. In this
project, an open speech-to-speech translation evaluation was
conducted in March 2006, including Spanish-to-English and
English-to-Spanish language pairs. Here, we use the RWTH
systems of the English ASR [18] and the Spanish-to-English
MT systems that were employed in TC-Star 2006 evaluation
campaign. The English pronunciation lexicon was derived from
the British English Example Pronunciations Dictionary (BEEP),
and the acoustic model of the English ASR system is trained on
the transcribed recordings from the EPPS [18]. TC-Star evaluation results show that the RWTH systems (ASR and MT) have
a very good performance among other state-of-the-art systems.
In Table I, some statistics of the ASR training sets for both tasks
are presented.
We should note that we need to modify the speech-to-speech
experiment conditions in order to be appropriate for the experiments of this paper. For this purpose, we only need to change the
MT direction. This means, in order to have the English speech in
the target language, we have to use the Spanish-to-English MT
system. Thus, the development and evaluation sets also need to
be switched, and as we have two reference translations, we assume the first reference as the source language sentence. The
development and evaluation sets of the EPPS task are taken
from the TC-Star 2005 evaluation campaign, since only for this
evaluation an explicit segmentation of the speech signal corresponding to the target text sentences is given. This explicit segmentation is useful in our experiments as the implicit segmentation will introduce another source of errors into the parallel
integration system.
The statistics of both Xerox and EPPS corpora are depicted in
Table II. The term OOVs in the table denotes the total number
of occurrences of unknown words, the words which were not
seen in the training corpus. In both tasks, we make use of a
backoff -gram language model using the SRI language modeling toolkit [25]. We use a 3-gram LM in the German ASR
system and a 4-gram LM in the English ASR system as well as
in both Xerox and EPPS MT systems. The applied smoothing is
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TABLE II
MACHINE TRANSLATION CORPUS STATISTICS

TABLE III
DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION WORD GRAPHS STATISTICS

modified Kneser–Ney discounting with interpolation. To train
the LMs, the target side of the bilingual corpora (Table II) are
used, but for the English ASR, the transcriptions of the acoustic
training data are also included into the training corpus [18].
A. Word Graph-Based Approach Results
Here, we study the performance of different word graph
rescoring methods proposed in this paper. Table III shows the
statistics of both MT and ASR word graphs for both Xerox
and EPPS tasks, where adapted LM refers to the MT word
graphs generated with the adapted LM integration method.
BLEU is a translation accuracy measure which is widely used
in the MT community [32]. The graph error rate (GER) is the
oracle WER of the word graph. This means, it can be computed
by determining the sentence in the word graph that has the
minimum Levenshtein distance to a given reference. Thus, it is
a lower bound on the WER that can be obtained by rescoring
the word graph.
The recognition results using word graph rescoring methods
are shown in Table IV, where the results corresponding to the
EPPS task are case-insensitive. In Table V, the integration success rate of the ASR and the MT models are shown.
The ASR system generates much better results than the MT
system. Thus, the baseline recognition/translation WERs are
21.3% and 11.5% on the evaluation sets of the Xerox and the
EPPS tasks, respectively. Now we discuss the experimental results of word graph-based methods. First, we conducted a set of
experiments to integrate the ASR and the MT systems by using
the word graphs product method. We obtain a WER of 20.9%
and 11.4% for the evaluation sets of the Xerox and the EPPS

TABLE IV
RECOGNITION WER [%] USING WORD GRAPH RESCORING METHOD

TABLE V
RECOGNITION SUCCESS RATE (SR) [%] ON THE
WORD GRAPH RESCORING METHOD

tasks, respectively. A detailed analysis, as shown in Table V, reveals that only 28.2% and 13.5% of sentences in the Xerox and
the EPPS evaluation sets have identical paths in the two ASR
and MT word graphs, respectively. The SR of this method is
directly related to the word graph size, i.e., if we increase the
word graph size, the SR of this method will be increased. We
study the effect of the MT word graph size on the SR using the
ASR-constrained search method, in which the ASR word graph
is integrated into the MT search and we allow a large search
space for the MT. Thus, it is equivalent to using a very large
MT word graph in the word graphs product method.
Using the ASR-constrained search method, the number of
identical paths in MT and ASR word graphs are increased to
41.6% and 49.1% of the sentences in the evaluation set of the
Xerox and the EPPS tasks, respectively. The results show that
this integration method also fails for more than half of the sentences on the evaluation sets, even with a large search space. A
possible reason that needs to be investigated is the large difference of WERs between the ASR and the MT systems.
Now we study whether we can achieve better integration results if the MT and the ASR word graphs have less difference in
WER. Using the adapted LM method, we first generate the MT
word graphs for all source sentences which are all non-empty.
We obtain a relative 27.6% and 56.7% WER reduction on the
Xerox and the EPPS MT tasks (Table III), respectively. Second,
we integrate these MT word graphs with the ASR word graphs
using the word graphs product method. We obtain a remarkable
improvements over the baseline system in the EPPS task. The
results also show that the adapted LM method is able to generate
more compact and more accurate word graphs.
We do not obtain better recognition results using the MT-derived LM method compared to the previous methods. The PBRC
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TABLE VI
DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION -BEST LISTS STATISTICS

N

method results in WER of 20.3% and 10.9% for the evaluation
sets of the Xerox and the EPPS tasks, respectively. The PBRC
method is a fairly simplified version of the phrase-based MT
system, and therefore the main advantage of this method is its
simplicity. The SR of this method is 100%, as this method is
always able to rescore the ASR word graphs.
The PBRC and the adapted LM methods are the best performing methods among those which are based on phrase-based
MT. Although the improvements achieved over the ASR baseline are statistically significant at the 99% level [33], they are not
large in terms of the WER. Looking at the results, we can also
see that a higher SR does not necessarily mean a better WER,
although a high SR is a prerequisite for a successful integration.
So far, all these integration methods are based on phrasebased MT; now we study the integration results using single
word-based MT. First, we conduct experiments using the IBM
Model 1 method. The results are shown in Table IV, where
and
STD and INV mean different translation directions,
, respectively. The results are promising, especially regarding the simplicity of the model. The IBM Model 3 clone and
its inverted variant perform well in integrating MT and ASR
models. We did not observe significant changes in the recognition results by using different methods and settings to permute the source text. The results reported here are achieved by
using the local reordering method with a window size of 4. It is
possible to use the submodels, i.e., the lexicon and the fertility
models, of the more complex alignment models (IBM Model
4 and 5) in the IBM Model 3 clone method, since more complex alignment models can provide a better estimate of their submodels including those which are in common with IBM Model
3. We conduct a set of experiments to investigate the effect of
using the submodels of more complex alignment models on the
recognition quality. The experiment results do not show any remarkable differences from the results of the table for the INV
direction. However, for the STD direction, we observe the WER
of 18.9% and 9.8% for the evaluation set of the Xerox and the
EPPS tasks, respectively.
The SR in the SWB models are significantly higher than the
phrase-based MT models; it is mainly due to the higher degree
of freedom in the generation process of the SWB models compared to the usual phrase-based MT.
B.

-Best Rescoring Results

Here, we present the results of the -best list approach to
integrate the ASR and the MT models. Table VI shows the statistics of the Xerox and the EPPS -best lists. The best possible
hypothesis achievable from the -best list has the WER (oracle
WER) of 12.4% and 4.1% for the evaluation set of Xerox and
EPPS tasks, respectively.
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TABLE VII
RECOGNITION WER [%] USING -BEST RESCORING (

N

N = 50) METHOD

-best list recognition results are summarized in
The
Table VII, where the size of the -best is limited to 50 hy. For each MT model,
potheses per source sentence
-best lists are rescored by using standard direction
the
(STD), and inverted direction
(INV) translation probabilities of the specific model and the probabilities of
the acoustic and the language models. The scaling factors of all
models are optimized on a development corpus.
To rescore the ASR -best list by using the PB MT and the
PB MT with omission methods, we employ all phrase-based
models described in Section III-B, and for the latter, we also
use the number of uncovered words in the sentence pair. In previous works [7], [10], only the results of the PB MT were reported. The significant improvements of the PB MT with omission method over the PB MT method is due to the use of a more
flexible model which allows the existence of uncovered words
(by all possible entries in the phrase table) either in the source
or in the target side of a sentence pair. However, this flexibility
results in a higher computational requirements, which is critical
to rescore a large -best list.
To study the effect of the -best list size on the integration
results, we repeat the -best rescoring experiments with much
larger -best lists, a maximum of 5000 and 10 000 hypotheses
per sentence for the Xerox and the EPPS tasks, respectively. The
results are shown in Table VIII. In this table, the results of the
PB MT with omission method for the EPPS task are missing due
to a high computational requirement.
Comparing Tables VII and VIII, we observe some improvements by using a very large -best list. However, a larger
-best list needs more processing time. To find the optimum
-best list size, we conduct a sequence of experiments with
different sizes of -best list. The integration results are depicted in Figs. 8 and 9 for the Xerox and the EPPS tasks,
respectively. The optimum -best list size depends on the
rescoring model, more sophisticated models like IBM-4 and
IBM-5 models are able to profit from a larger -best list.
The maximum size of the -best list for the EPPS task is
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TABLE VIII

N -BEST RESCORING METHOD (N = 5 K FOR
N = 10 K FOR THE EPPS TASKS)

RECOGNITION WER [%] USING
THE XEROX AND

N

Fig. 9.
-best rescoring results for different
ation set.

N -best sizes on the EPPS evalu-

TABLE IX
RECOGNITION WER [%] ON THE EVALUATION CORPUS OF THE XEROX AND THE
EPPS TASKS BY USING COMPARABLE METHODS OF THE -BEST RESCORING
APPROACH AND THE WORD GRAPH RESCORING APPROACH

N

N

Fig. 8.
-best rescoring results for different
uation set.

N -best sizes on the Xerox eval-

10 000. We do not go beyond 10 000 hypotheses because the
experiments are computationally very expensive. In addition,
as shown in Fig. 9, when the maximum size of the -best list
is increased from 5000 to 10 000, the absolute improvement is
only 0.1% and 0.05% for IBM Model 4 and 5, respectively.
In general, -best rescoring is a simplification of word graph
rescoring. As the size of the -best list is increased, the results
obtained by -best list rescoring converge to the results of the
word graph rescoring. However, we should note that this statement is correct only when we use exactly the same model and
the same implementation to rescore the -best list and word
graph. In this paper, this is true for the PB MT and the inverted IBM Model 1 methods and, to certain approximation,
for the standard and the inverted IBM Model 3. Table IX summarizes the results of these models for which we can directly
compare the word graph rescoring and the -best rescoring
methods. In the table, the methods built upon PB MT in word
graph rescoring approach are compared with the PB MT method
in -best rescoring, while PB MT with omission employs a
smoothing method which has not been used in none of the word

graph rescoring methods. The differences between the -best
list and word graph approaches are not statistically significant at
the 99% level [33], except for the inverted IBM Model 3 clone.
The reason why the inverted IBM Model 3 clone is an exception here might be that its implementation for word graphs is
not a good approximation of IBM Model 3, as pointed out in
Section IV-G.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have studied different approaches to integrate the MT and
ASR models into a CAT system at the level of word graphs
and -best lists. One of the main goals in this research was
to take another step towards a full single search for the integration of ASR and MT models; to extend the work presented in
[1], where ASR models were integrated to the IBM translation
model 2 and only the perplexity reduction was reported. As the
word graph is a real representation of the search space in the
ASR, the rescoring of the ASR word graph with the MT models
would be an acceptable simulation of a full single search. We
have proposed several new methods to rescore the ASR word
graphs with IBM translation model 1 and 3, and phrase-based
MT. All improvements of the combined models are statistically
significant at the 99% level with respect to the ASR baseline
system.
The best integration results are obtained by using the -best
list rescoring approach because of the flexibility of the -best
list approach to use more complex models like IBM Model 4
or 5 in an accurate and efficient way. However, an advantage
of the word graph rescoring is the confidence of achieving the
best possible results based on a given rescoring model. Another
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advantage of working with ASR word graphs is the capability
to pass on the word graphs for further processing. For instance,
the resulting word graph can be used in the prediction engine of
a CAT system [3].
We have also shown that the phrase-based MT system can
also be effectively integrated to the ASR system, whereas in the
previous works, phrase-based MT had the least impact on improving the ASR baseline. We showed that smoothing of the
phrase-based MT is necessary in order to effectively integrate
it to the ASR models. The rescoring of the ASR -best list
with smoothed phrase-based MT, PB MT with omission, outperforms all phrase-based MT rescoring methods in the word
graph rescoring approach, even when the size of -best list is
.
small
We conducted the experiments on the Xerox task and on a
standard large task, the EPPS task. To our knowledge, these are
the first experiments that have been done on a large task so far.
We have obtained a relative 18% and 29% error rate reduction,
respectively, on the Xerox and the EPPS tasks using IBM Model
4 (in both directions) in the -best rescoring approach. The
largest improvements obtained by the word graph rescoring approach for Xerox and EPPS tasks were a relative 13% and 10%,
respectively, using IBM Model 3 in inverted direction for the
Xerox task and in standard direction for the EPPS task.
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